GOV'T. LOTS 5 & 6 & S1/2 SE1/4 SE. 23, T05N, R09W, S.M.

DYAL ACRES SUBDIVISION

KENAITZE ESTATES

UNIT 2

FUNNY RIVER RD

NOVEMBER 3, 2003
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Assessor's Map
Kenai Peninsula Borough

KENAITZE ESTATES SUB-KN0750123
KENAITZE ESTATES SUB UNIT 2-KN0760114
KENAITZE ESTATES SUB JONES ADDN-KN0860038
KENAITZE ESTATES SUB YAMAMOTOS & YAMADAS ADDN-KN0860209
KENAITZE ESTATES SUB FALL ADDN-KN2003058

This map is prepared for Kenai Peninsula Borough Assessing Dept.
Use only and is not intended for conveyance nor is it a survey.

Note: Assessor's parcel Numbers Shown in Ellipses
Assessor's Parcel Numbers Shown in Circles